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ABSTRACT 

The correlation between hydrogen concentration (0–0.5%) and peak wavelength shift of FBG optical fiber sensors were investi-
gated and analyzed. In order to enhance its sensitivity, the fiber cladding was ablated into eight straight micro-cavities (19 μm in 
depth) using Femtosecond laser facility. This process was aimed at increasing the fiber cladding surface area covered by hydrogen 
sensitive transducer. Pt-WO3 nano-lamellae were prepared by hydrothermal process at molar ratio of 1:5 respectively and depos-
ited on the surface of fiber cladded micro-trenches forming ~2 μm uniform coating. The choice of Tungsten oxide (WO3) as the 
hydrogen gas transducer was dictated by the following facts. First, it reacts exothermically in low hydrogen environment under 
Pt catalyst generating massive heat leading to FBG central wavelength shift. Secondly, the Pt-WO3 nano-lamellae exhibits a mor-
phological porosity in its micro-structure thus, enhancing hydrogen gas absorption and desorption. The proposed sensor has a 
quick hydrogen response and recovery time of 25 and 30 s respectively. Additionally, it exhibits a high sensitivity of 434.21 pm∕H% 
within the range of 0%–0.4%. 
The first page should be used only for Title/ Keyword/ Abstract section. The main paper will start from second page. 
 
1.0 Introduction 
Hydrogen gas is a clean energy source, and enjoys excellent properties such as high efficiency, non-pollution, sustainability, and 

abundance in availability thus; it plays a pivotal role in solving the energy crisis in the world [1]. Hydrogen has a wide application 

in engineering, petroleum and metallurgical industries among other fields [2]. However, hydrogen is also highly flammable and 

explosive gas due to its low minimum ignition energy and explosive limit (4%). Additionally, its high diffusion coefficient and 

combustion heat aggravates its potential danger in industries. Thus, strategy must be employed to mitigate the risks of explosion 

especially during hydrogen gas utilization, storage and transportation [3]. Recently, researchers are engaged in developing high-

sensitive, high-precision, rapid, robust and real-time hydrogen sensors in order to realize fast detection of hydrogen leaking and 

accurate hydrogen concentration measurement (especially below 4%) [4]. Fiber Bragg grating sensor has superior characteristics 

compared to conventional electro-chemical sensor in remote and hostile environments, such as safety, high selectivity and sensi-

tivity, high stability and miniature size.  
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Usually, Palladium (Pd) and Tungsten oxide (WO3) are the most common types of hydrogen sensitive materials adopted for use 

in fiber hydrogen sensors. Palladium alloy thin films, offers a superior sensitivity compared to pure Pd. Pd-based film, however, 

is easy to form blisters, crack and ultimately peel off due to α-β phase transition and accumulation of lattice dislocations caused 

by its volume expansion during uptake and desorption of the gas [5]. Inclusion of composite films such as Pd-Ag, Pd-Mg and Pd-

Ni reduces the extent of α-β phase transition, thus improving sensitivity [6]. On the other hand, the optical properties of WO3 in 

visible region such as transmittance, reflective, refractive index and absorption gets modulated when exposed to hydrogen envi-

ronment and therefore become versatile to external stimulus. In addition, when WO3 is exposed to hydrogen gas, its color changes 

from greenish yellow to blue [7-8]. This gasochromic effect makes WO3 possible candidate for hydrogen detection. Interestingly, 

WO3 exist in various morphologies namely nanowires [9], nanorods [10], nanolamellae [11] and nano-sheets [12]. However, WO3 

nanolamellae has been reported to have highest hydrogen response sensitivity and can detect lower hydrogen concentration 

(0.02%) [10]. Recently, the Pt-load WO3 is widely used as hydrogen sensitive material due to its simple fabrication and high hy-

drogen selectivity. Pt-WO3 is highly sensitive to low hydrogen concentration due to its large surface to volume ratio. When Pt is 

utilized as the catalyst, WO3 drastically react with hydrogen and continuously generate heat as the hydrogen concentration in-

creases [13-14]. Once, Pt is sputtered on WO3 film, it facilitates absorption and desorption of hydrogen by dissociating hydrogen 

molecule in to atoms and thus decreasing the reaction activation energy [15].  

Binqing Wu et.al., developed hydrogen sensor of PMF coated with Pt-loaded WO3/SiO2 powder. Although they found existence 
between hydrogen sensitivity and the length of the PMF coated with Pt-loaded WO3/SiO2 , the sensitivity achieved was low at 
14.61 nm/% within the range of 0%–0.8% (vol%) [16]. Besides, FBG related sensors, Jin-xin Shao et. al., suggested hydrogen sensor 
based on interference theory by simply splicing a no core fiber between two single mode fibers. The composite film of Pd/WO3 
detected the variation of hydrogen concentration and achieved sensitivity of 1.26857 nm/% [17]. Xian et.al.,[18], suggested that 
the hydrogen sensitive layer Pt:WO3, enjoys optimum performance in sensitivity, selectivity and stability when its molar ratio is 
1:5. Fiber diameter reduction methods such as taper [19-21], corrosion [22] and femtosecond laser ablation [23-24] accompanied by applications 

of sensitive coatings improves sensitivity of FBG sensors.  
In this paper, a highly sensitive hydrogen sensor for ultra-low hydrogen concentration based on fs laser fiber cladding machin-

ing combined with Pt-load WO3 composite coating is proposed. Our work emphasizes on the hydrothermal synthesis of Pt-loaded 
WO3 nano lamellae, fabrication and the testing of the hydrogen gas sensor.  
2.0 Principle 

Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) is a regular perturbation of the refractive index along the fiber length which is formed when an 
intense optical light is subjected to the fiber core. When FBG is subjected to mechanical stress, the Bragg wavelength will shift 
towards shorter wavelengths and when subjected to axial strain, Bragg wavelength shift to longer wavelengths. 

                  
 
 
 

Consider eight micro-grooves laser ablated, sensor probe head as shown in Fig. 1(i). In order to evaluate, the effect of laser processing on the 

optical fiber, we consider the total profile area of the fiber before and after laser processing and thin film application. The coated surface area 

of the micro-structured sensor probe is evidently greater than that of standard FBG. Where h and w represent depth and width of the microgroove 

respectively as shown in Fig. 1(ii). 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1: (i) Profile face diagram of the proposed sensor probe (ii) micro-groove dimensions side diagram. 
 

3.0 Experimental details 
 
3.1 Synthesis of WO3 Nano lamellae 
A solution of Na2WO4 (0.66 g) and H2C2O4 (0.18 g) was dissolved in 40 ml of distilled water. Thereafter, HCl (3 mol/l) was added 
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drop wise until precipitation. The mixture was transferred into a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and was kept at 180°C for 

12 h as suggested by [27]. The resulting product was washed several times and dried at 70°C.  

 
3.2 Preparation of Pt-WO3  
The Acetylacetone platinum (Pt(acac)2) and WO3•2H2O powder was mixed together at the molar ratio of Pt:W=1:5 and fine 

ground. The molar ratio of Pt:W affects the performance of the hydrogen sensitive material. Subsequently, the mixture was cen-

trifuged, dried and annealed in air annealed at 315 °C for 2 hours. Finally, the product (Pt-WO3) mixed with deionized water was 

deposited on the surface of micro-structured FBG and standard FBG to form a 1-2 μm of coating.  

 
3.3 Laser machining of micro-cavities 
 
In order to manufacture straight line micro-cavities, the laser power density at the fiber position were controlled between 18 to 20 

mW by an optical attenuator and a diaphragm. The specimens were mounted on a high-precision three-axis computer and laser 

ablation process monitored by real-time CCD. The optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) in situ monitored the reflective spectrum of 

FBG fiber as shown in Fig. 2. In addition, a specifically designed rotating jig is used to hold and drive the optical fiber. All the 

samples were manufactured at 5 mm/min laser feed rate. The numbers of straight microgrooves were evenly distributed along 

cladding surface by fixing the angle of rotation of the gear fixture to 45o in order to produce eight microgrooves. The micro-

grooved section was dipped in HF solution to remove loose debris. The depth of the micro-cavities was about 19 μm. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: The schematic of the experimental system. 

 
3.4 Fabrication of sensor probe  
 
The sensor device was fabricated by uniformly coating the as-synthesized Pt/WO3 powder mixed with an appropriate amount of 

de-ionized water on the laser machined fiber surface as shown in figure 3. The FBG fiber was fixed on a glass substrate with a 

groove for easy application of Pt/WO3 coating on the FBG section. The nano-lamellae formed a smooth and uniform coating of 1-

2 μm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.3: Laser induced micro-trenches on the SMF and coated with Pt/WO3 

3.5 Hydrogen sensing characterization. 
 
The FBG hydrogen gas sensing characterization system, consisted of a tunable light source, a 3-dB optical fiber coupler, a sensing 

probe and a customized optical spectrum analyzer with a resolution of 1 pm. The sensing probe, FBG coated with Pt/WO3, was 

placed in a sealed transparent chamber for the hydrogen sensing performance calibration. Hydrogen gas at various concentrations 

was controlled by a commercial electrochemical hydrogen meter (RBT-6000 -ZLG/A; Ruian Company, China). The gas was injected into 

the sealed chamber, and the shifted FBG wavelengths were recorded. The hydrogen sensing performance test was conducted at 

room temperature with air as the carrier gas and 80% relative humidity. 

 
4.0 Results and discussions 
 
In the presence of hydrogen gas, Pt-loaded WO3 FBG hydrogen probe undergoes an exothermic reaction in hydrogen atmosphere 
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[25]. The chemical reaction can be expressed as follows, 
 
                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
During exothermic reaction, hydrogen concentration in the chamber leads to temperature change in presence of oxygen gas. This 
phenomenon results from the gasochromic effect reaction observed only in the case of the noble metal-loaded WO3 system. In the 
absence of hydrogen, 3xH WO  undergoes oxidation to form WO3 in air [26]. This effect ensures hydrogen sensor’s repeatability.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.4: The morphological analysis of Pt-WO3 nano-lamellae as investigated by the scanning electron microscopy. 

 
In order to get deep insights concerning effect of hydrogen gas on the Pt/WO3 film,                     field emission scanning electron 
microscope (FE-SEM, Zeiss Ultra plus, German) was employed to study surface morphology before and after hydrogen sensing 
tests as shown in figure 4. Pt-WO3 nano-lamellae’s porosity allows deep diffusion of hydrogen molecule towards the fiber surface, 
thus occurrence of bleaching process during hydrogen reaction. Laser assisted machined fiber cladding enhances the surface area 
coated with the film. As a result, exothermic reaction occurs due the interaction between hydrogen gas and Pt-WO3 in the fiber 
trenches releasing high temperature that in turn leads to FBG wavelength shift.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.5: Elemental analysis of Pt/WO3 nano-lamellae. 

 
The figure 5 indicates the constituents’ elemental composition Pt/WO3 as analyzed using energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer 
(EDS) attached to the FE-SEM. The average atomic ratio of Pt:W is about 1:5 as worked out in terms of molar mass ratio between 
WO3 powder and Pt(acac)2 during synthesis process. Due to decomposition of Pt(acac)2, there is high concentration of carbon in 
the Pt-WO3 lamellae that suggest the presence of organic matter.  
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Fig. 6: presents the XRD patterns of Pt-WO3 nano-lamellae after annealing at 315°C. 
 
There were many intensive peaks observed at 2θ values of 23.04, 23.49, 24.10, 28.68, 33.98, 41.56, and 55.62 among others as shown 

in figure 6. Based on XRD analysis, WO3 nano-lamellae have monoclinic phase (PDF card No.20-1324), indicating that the crystal 

remained crystalline in nature before and after annealing. The Pt particles can be indexed to be face-centered cubic phase of Pt 

(PDF NO.04-0802), indicating that Pt(acac)2 dissociated due to high annealing temperature into elemental crystal Pt with varying 

atomic orientations. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 7 (a) and (b) Comparison of standard and microstructured Pt-WO3 coated hydrogen probes at different hydrogen 

concentrations (0.02-0.6%) 
At an ambient room temperature, the micro-structured sensor probe shows minimum detection of 0.02% H in air. The standard 

FBG coated with the hydrogen sensitive material at the same concentration seldomly detects. At 0.6%H, micro-structured sensor 

and standard FBG probes records 10 and 25 pm respectively. Hydrogen gas sensitivity (0.02-0.4%) for micro-structured and stand-

ard FBG is 434.21 pm/ H% and 160.53 pm/H% respectively as shown in figure 7(a) and (b). 

The sensitivity difference can firstly be attributed to the increased surface area of the micro-structured sensor probe coated with 

Pt-WO3. The exothermic reaction depends on hydrogen gas present plus fiber surface area coated. The heat generated is more on 

sensor micro-structured than standard FBG, thus wavelength shift difference. Secondly, the laser machined micro-trenches oper-

ated on the fiber cladding at 20 mW are about 19μm in depth. Thus, the micro-trenches habouring the sensitive WO3 particles are 

likely to generate massive heat in the interior of fiber cladding in hydrogen ambient environment. The eight micro-trenches being 

parallel and proximal to the core, when covered with porous Pt-WO3  nano-lemmae reacts exothermically with hydrogen gas offers 

massive heat to the FBG leading to wavelength shift.  
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Fig. 8: Response curve of hydrogen gas probe at different hydrogen concentration (0.04-4%). 
 

The Fig.8 above illustrates the dynamic performance of the Pt/WO3 nano-lemmalae when exposed to H2 with different concen-

trations from 0.04-4%. The sensor probe detection shows repeatability towards H2 even at low concentrations, with typical 

response and recovery time 25 and 30 s respectively.  

The solid and dot line in Fig. 9 (a) represented a linear fit of the data with a good linear regression. The slope represented the 

hydrogen sensor sensitivity of 170 pm/%H for the laser ablated sensor probe. Sensor response to various H2 concentrations (0.04-

1.4%) is shown in Fig.9 (b). It was evident that wavelength shift increased proportionately with volume of H2 present in the gas 

chamber. This is due to the amount of heat transmitted to the FGB within the fiber core due to exothermic reaction between WO3 

and H2 under Pt catalyst occurring on the silica cladding. Upon discharging gas out of the chamber, the wavelength shift abruptly 

reduced. During this period, there is limited hydrogen gas in the chamber and 3xH WO  undergoes oxidation to form WO3 in air. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.9(a): Hydrogen sensor probe sensitivity (b) Sensor response to various H2 concentrations (0.04-1.4%) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
In summary, Pt/WO3 nano-lamellae, hydrogen sensitive material have been successfully synthesized and uniformly deposited 

on the surface of laser ablated micro-cavities making ~2 μm thick layer. When Pt-WO3 is exposed to hydrogen ambient environ-

ment, the sensors’ fiber probe temperature increases exothermically resulting in the FBG wavelength shift. Sensor has a quick 

response to hydrogen and exhibits a high sensitivity of 434.21 pm∕H% within the range of 0%–0.4%. Micro-structured sensor probe 

is 2.7 times more sensitive than standard FBG sensor.  
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